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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together with the relevant 
questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments made at 
the standardisation meeting attended by all examiners and is the scheme which was used by them 
in this examination.  The standardisation meeting ensures that the mark scheme covers the 
candidates� responses to questions and that every examiner understands and applies it in the 
same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation meeting each examiner analyses a 
number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not already covered by the mark scheme are 
discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after this meeting, examiners encounter unusual 
answers which have not been discussed at the meeting they are required to refer these to the 
Principal Examiner.   

It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed 
and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about 
future mark schemes on the basis of one year�s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding 
principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a 
particular examination paper. 
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Unit 2 
 
 The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way. 
 

  % of 
A2 

Marks 

AO2 

AO3 

AO4 

Response to written language 

Knowledge of grammar 

Knowledge of society 

45 

25 

30 

45 

25 

30 

 TOTAL 100 100 

 
 The marks will be allocated in the following way. 

 
 AO2 AO3 AO4 

Section 1a 

Section 1b 

Section 2 

10 

5 

30 

 

5 

20 

 

 

30 
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Section 1 - Notes for Answers 
 
Question 1  
 
(a) 

(i) cNgI gaizkI wI pCax hux izNnI gIqA ¥ sux ke nhIM kIqI jAwI, ijNnI gax vail]A wI ]EkitNg qe 
nal iwKaze gze nac we ]War qe kIqI jAwI hE . 

(2 marks) 
(ii) * vWI]a (wm valI) ]vaZ hoxI cahIwI hE . 

* sNgIq iv<c  lE] wI vrqoM hoxI cahIwI hE . 
* gIqA we bol iwlcsp qe ]akriSq hoxe cahIwe hn . 
* Any other suitable ideas/suggestions in English. 

Any two of four points (2 marks) 
(iii) * [u>ce p<Wr wI gaizkI qe sNgIqkarI wI kwr Gt gzI hE . 

* nveM gaizk pEse we Zor nal ]<ge vWx wI koiSS krwe hn . 
* ]akriSq ivdI{ bxa ke sroiq]A ¥ mgr la[ux wI koiSS kIqI jAwI hE . 
 

Any two of three points (2 marks) 
(iv) puraxI gaizkI iv<c gaizk: 

* ]Kaif]A iv<c iziqhask ik<se qe khaxI]A ga[uMwe hn . 
* pirvark irSiq]A we sval jvab we rUp iv<c wo-gaxe ga[uMwe sn . 
* D<d sarNgI nal yoiW]A wI]A varA ga[uMwe sn.  
If the question is answered from the perspective of modern singers, the answer would be 
acceptable in the negative version. 

Any two of three points (2 marks) 
(v) * gIqA ¥ pihlA tI vI qe iwKaiz]a jAwa hE . 

* ivdI{ bxaze jAwe hn . 
* ivdI{ iv<c lfkI]A ¥ G<t qoM G<t k<pif]A iv<c iwKaiz]a jAwa hE . 
 

Any two of three points (2 marks) 
 

Total = 10 marks 
 
(b) Translation from English into Panjabi 
 
]sIM iz<k ]ijhe weS iv<c rihNwe hA ij<Qe Srab iZ]awa pIqI jAwI hE, iz<ko var v<W maqra iv<c Srab pIx wI 
]awq vW rhI hE, Kas krke jvan lokA iv<c . iz<k QofHI wer pihlA Su<krvar ¥  SrabI gru>pA ne pulIs ¥ izNnI 
ibpqa pazI ik Q<kI-harI pulIs ne izs ¥ �kala Su<krvar� wa nA we iw<qa . 
 
sRI man jOhn stIvnZ,yU&ke&we sB qoM  v<de pulIs ]Psr ne sUcna iw<qI hE ik pulIs qe ho rhe hmle vW rhe hn qe 
izs wa sbNW iZ]awa Srab pIx nal hE . [us ne nveM lazIsEMs ka¥nA wa ivroW kIqa hE ]qe ikha ik 24 GNte wa 
lazIsEMs lagU krn qe sm<is]a hor vI iZ]awa vW javegI . iPr vI maihr izh [umIw krwe hn ik hor lNbe GNte 
wa smA lokA ¥ smJ nal Srab pIx lzI [uqSaihq krega ]qe Srab pIx vail]A wa glI]A iv<c inklx wa 
vihn sNBl/itk javega . 
 
iz<ko var iZ]awa maqra iv<c Srab pIxI iz<k gNBIr msla hE ]qe sa¥ ]apxe yUrpIn gu]ADI]A qoM is<Kxa 
cahIwa hE ik Srab v<l G<t Kqrnak ivhar ikveM vWaiz]a jave .  

5+5 marks (see grids overleaf) 
Total = 10 marks 
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For section 1b the following criteria will be used for response to written language (AO2) 
 
 

 Response to Written Language (AO2) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-3 
 
 
 

4-5 

Passage inaccurately translated; overall meaning not conveyed 
successfully; the sentences are mainly a �word for word� 
translation, poor spelling. 
 
May contain a number of errors, 3-4 substantial ones, but central 
meaning is conveyed.  The sentences reveal some fluency and 
some awareness of appropriate style. 
 
May contain a few errors in style, but central meaning is 
substantially conveyed; good to excellent command of the main 
areas of awareness of appropriate style. 
 

 
 
 
For section 1b the following criteria will be used for knowledge of grammar (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 
0-1 

 
 

2 
 
 

3 
 
 

4 
 
 

5 
 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede 
comprehension. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not 
sound and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying 
them is inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors 
occur only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used 
accurately.  There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

 

Total for Section 1 = 20 marks 
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Section 2 
 
Literary Topics 
 
Notes for Answers 
 
These notes are only guidelines for the examiner, showing how a candidate is expected to develop his/her 
essay.  When applying the marking criteria, the accuracy or the relevance of the material in the 
candidate�s written answer/essay will be subject to these guidance notes.   
 
Question 2 
  
(a) This is a general question that tests the candidates� understanding and appreciation of the main 

literary features of a story.  Candidates are then expected to take a critical look to see how far 
these features are apparent in the story book chosen.  Candidates should conclude by giving 
suggestions on how to improve the stories/book.  The book read should be identified clearly as 
well as its author at the start of the answer. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to pick out two stories from a story book and these should be clearly 

identified.  Then they are expected to give a detailed response, using examples from the text, 
explaining the various aspects of British Panjabis� lives that have been portrayed and give 
personal views evaluating how far these relate to real life. 

 
Question 3 
  
(a) In this question, candidates are expected to disclose the novel title and preferably the author too.  

Candidates are expected to give a detailed account of what they have learnt about the characters 
lives in the story.  For the second part of the answer, candidates should give their views based on 
literary qualities, to inspire readers to study this novel. 

 
(b) This is a question that tests the candidates� knowledge and understanding about �what makes a 

good novel�.  Candidates are then expected to use these qualities of a good novel to assess the 
literary position of the novel studied.  The response should be in the form of a coherent essay. 

 
Question 4 
  
(a) In this question candidates are expected to write an informative essay about a writer�s life as 

presented in their autobiography.  The response should contain different aspects of the writer�s 
life. 

 
(b) For this question, candidates are expected to write a full essay in the form of a book review.  The 

book review should take into account the positive and negative features of the text. 
 
Non-Literary Topics 
 
Question 5 
  
(a) Candidates are expected to give a brief account of India�s partition from Pakistan and as a 

consequence the separation of East and West Panjab.  Candidates should also outline the events 
of this troublesome period resulting in mass migration of Panjabis from both sides.  The answer is 
expected to be a full essay detailing good and/or bad effects of the events on Panjabi people�s 
lives. 
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(b) Candidates are expected to clarify the meaning of the term �]NNn-waqa� as they understand it.  In 

the second part of the answer, there should be an evaluation of the statement and to what extent it 
is true today.  In the last part of the question, candidates should outline the possible difficulties in 
maintaining agriculture in the Panjab e.g. shortage of water, low selling price of crops, farmers� 
debts etc.  

 
Question 6 
  
(a) Candidates are expected to clarify the meaning of the statement in the question.  To prove the 

statement candidates should put forward arguments detailing the personal and professional 
sacrifices made by Guru Gobind Singh and his family to protect and develop the Sikh religion. 

 
(b) For this question candidates are expected to give a brief account of the Sikh Raj under the 

leadership of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and the acknowledgement of its success.  Candidates should 
provide an accurate account of how it ended.  They are then asked to assess how far the English 
contributed to the downfall of the Sikh Raj and who the other main contributors were.  It should 
be written as an informative essay, based on facts. 

 
Question 7 
  
(a) In this question candidates are expected to compare the lifestyles of Panjabis living in the the 

Panjab and those living in Britain.  Their answer should cover the similarities and differences in 
lifestyle.  Lifestyle could be taken as a variety of things e.g. type of housing, facilities, daily 
routines, food, transport, family life etc.  The answer should be based upon the candidates� own 
experiences. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to explain what they understand by the statement in the question.  Then 

they should discuss the statement and its two main aspects; religious and social, with examples 
from experience of how the community uses the Gurduaras/Mandirs in formal and informal 
contexts.  There should be a conclusion reached at the end of the answer on the basis of the 
arguments put forward in the essay. 
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Only two questions/essays to be selected, each to be marked according to the following criteria. 
 
 
 (i) Knowledge of Society   = 15 marks (AO4) 
 (ii) Reaction/Response   = 15 marks (AO2) 
 (iii) Knowledge of Grammar   = 10 marks (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Society (AO4) 
0-1 

 
 

2-4 
 
 
 

5-7 
 
 

8-11 
 
 
 

12-15 

The answer shows no relevance to the topics/texts/question.  A zero score will 
automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole. 
 
Demonstrates only limited knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  
Limited range of sources and evidence.  Superficial examples. 
 
Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  Source 
material and evidence is not always well used. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  A 
good range of sources and guidance is used and the answer is generally 
relevant to the topic/question. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts 
with a wide range of sources and evidence used.  The answer is relevant and is 
wide-ranging in its treatment of the topics/texts/question. 
 

 
 Reaction/Response (AO2) 

0-1 
 

2-4 
 
 

5-7 
 
 
 

8-11 
 
 

12-15 

Little or no reaction.  No real illustration or justification. 
 
Little relevant reaction/opinion/evaluation, generally factual or descriptive, 
lacks structure and order. 
 
Some evaluation evident, but relies on received ideas with little personal 
opinion.  Some attempts at structure.  Ideas generally not well supported. 
 
Some attempt at evaluation and some personal reaction, not always 
convincingly justified.  Clear structure and logical progression. 
 
A good range of points evaluated with conclusions.  Clear evidence of 
personal reaction, well illustrated/justified.  Well balanced and coherent. 
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 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 
0-2 

 
3-4 

 
 

5-6 
 
 

7-8 
 
 

9-10 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not sound and 
some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is 
inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors occur only 
in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.  There are 
a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

 
Total for Section 2 = 40 marks x 2 = 80 marks 

Total for Unit 2 = 100 marks 
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